
Creating an index server catalog 
for infoRouter content search 

support.



Click on “Computer 
Management” menu from 

“Administrator Tools”.



Right click on “Indexing 
Service” and select 
“New” / “Catalog”



1) Enter “WHINDEX”
for the name of the 

catalog

2) Enter the location of the 
index catalog that will be 

created. 
Disk space for this location 

should be at least 1.5 times the 
total size of the warehouse.



Click on the “OK” button to 
close the warning 

message. The catalog will 
be created.



Right click on “Directories”
item under “WHINDEX”

catalog.
Select “New” / “Directory”
menu to add infoRouter 

warehouse location(s) to the 
catalog

If you have more than one infoRouter warehouse 
Location, repeat the process until you add all of them



Enter infoRouter warehouse 
location path to this box and 

Click “OK”



Right click on 
“WHINDEX” and 

select the  
“Properties” menu



Select the 
“Tracking” tab



1) Adjust the settings to look like this.

2) Next, navigate to the  
“Generation” tab



1) Make sure “Index files with 
unknown extensions” is 

checked
3) Enter 1024 characters 
as the maximum abstract 

size

2) Make sure “Generate 
abstracts” is checked

4) Click “OK” button to save changes.



Stop the Indexing service to



“Start” the indexing service



Maintenance: Sometimes a 
“Full Rescan” might be required to 

refresh the index catalog.

The catalog is now activated. 
Index Server will start the indexing process. 

Depending on how it is setup (tuned)
Index Server might only index documents when your server is idle.



Click on the “Query the catalog” node 
to perform basic searches directly 

against the catalog. Use this option 
only when testing.

Maintenance: This search screen will return results that 
are different than infoRouter. InfoRouter applies many 
rules to process and display search results. 

Example : Document accessibility, Recycled Documents, 
Versions, Meta Data.
Note: The returned documents are in the form of 
warehouse paths and ID’s
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